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\textbf{Abstract:} The existent literature on the integration of technology in language classrooms has addressed the issues of effective teaching strategies, the types of technologies students use, and teachers' preparedness in adopting technology for the classrooms. Some scholars argue that the effectiveness of technology largely relies on the teaching strategies that teachers utilize. The findings of some studies shed light on the impact of technology on students' attitude and engagement. Despite the unresolved debates about the use of technology in the classroom and its impact on student learning, the author's current projects using games, YouTube, blog, and microblogging services indicated that students benefit from the projects in several ways. The participants of this study were students in the English Department in a private university in Semarang. The data for this study were collected from interviews, observation, and students’ learning reflective journals that students submitted upon the completion of the projects. The findings indicated that students felt more confident in applying their knowledge in real life situations. Interactions with teachers and peers, bridged by technology, contribute to their development as the creator of knowledge.
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INTRODUCTION

Much of the literature on the use of technology in classrooms has attempted to address questions revolving around how technologies affect student learning, what kind of learning technologies students take advantage of, what teaching strategies are the most appropriate, and whether teachers are ready to integrate these learning technologies into their classrooms. New innovations in learning technology and the needs to improve the quality of undergraduate education result in gradual paradigm shifts away from the traditional method of learning and toward active learning techniques. Active learners, in contrast to orthodoxal students, are “active creators of knowledge who learn by observing, manipulating, and interpreting the world around them” (Alessi, 2001). While scholars have debated whether technology has a profound impact on student learning, existing literature indicates that the effectiveness of technology in the classrooms depends on the teaching strategies that instructors adopt (Van Horne, Murniati, Gaffney & Jesse, 2012). In technology-infused classrooms, instructors need to create new
activities or revamp their current teaching strategies in order to engage students in their classroom (Van Horne, et.al., 2014).

Literature on the role of technology to enhance learning uses the term “net generation” to refer to the younger generation (Oblinger, 2003). This term is used to describe how well younger generations nowadays adjust to the technological gadgets. Research on the use of gadgets in North American universities has shown that university students have positive perceptions of the use of technological gadgets to enhance their learning, but the study also shows that the influence of technology on students’ course engagement is moderate (Dahlstrom, Brooks, & Bichsel, 2014). Although more and more students believe that they are more familiar and more prepared compared to their counterparts in the past, students reported that the use of technology should be more integrated to improve the learning process. Students reported that in order to take the most advantage of technology to improve learning outcomes, training or guidance is necessary (Dahlstrom, Walker, & Dziuban, 2013). This corroborates the findings of a previous study on learning strategy. Brown & Volts (2005) found that students preferred a learning strategy which allows them to actively engage and participate in current global issues. This study showed that students felt comfortable in incorporating visual aids and technology to better understand the teaching materials.

Universities have a vital role in educating students to become a capable individual who can engage in a networked global society where shared knowledge is the most critical issue (Lehtinen, Hakkarainen, Lipponen, Rahikainen, & Muukkonen, 1999). Hence, universities should apply innovative teaching method that enables learners to interact with others in a much more meaningful way. For the past ten years, studies on the role of information technology and communication on education have looked at how technology can be integrated to enhance social interactions between student – teacher and among students themselves. One of the pedagogical strategies that provide ample rooms for students to improve the social aspect of learning and teaching process is collaborative learning.

Putnam (2008) proposed four affordances of technology in teaching and learning. He posited that technology offers four kinds of support; they are Information (information accessibility), Automation (tasks automation), Representation (knowledge representation) and Communication /
Collaboration (communication/collaboration with peers and experts). In the classrooms, these four affordances are viable if instructors are willing to design their classroom activities in such a way that students have plenty opportunities to create and share knowledge through interactions with peers. In their study of active learning spaces in the University of Iowa, Van Horne et.al (2014) found that some learning technologies can be utilized as platforms for sharing ideas. In this kind of environment, students who are less engaged during the beginning of the semester will become more motivated and confident in contributing their viewpoints and ideas to group activities or the classroom as a whole. At the end of the semester, these students showed more positive attitude towards the course and increased engagement.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Technology and student learning

Friedman (2005) discussed the impact of technology on globalization. Friedman used the word “flat” to refer to the leveling of the playing field. In his book, he posited that any individual or country who have better access to technology possess wider opportunities to play a role in the global economy. Currently, the access to many forms of technology is already wide open. Universities worldwide take advantage of the rapid technology advancement to facilitate the process of teaching and learning. Young generations today have different characteristics compared to previous ones. Many students own different kinds of gadgets with a variety of programs and applications. Almost all young people, especially those in urban areas, to a certain degree, maintain social ties with different circles of people through mobile applications. They are highly engaged with other people around them through the internet and mobile devices (Oblinger, 2006).

Research on the extent to which existing technologies are effective and what kind of technology students possess for their learning show that there is a gap between the technology owned for personal use and their use in the classroom (Dahlstrom, Walker, & Dziuban, 2013). The most recent report on undergraduate education and information technology in 11 countries found that even though millenial students are known as ‘digital natives’ and are said to have better technology literacy than previous generations, slightly less than 50% of the respondents reported that they are not really confident about their technology-related skills (Dahlstrom, Walker, & Dziuban, 2015). However, research on student learning strategies showed that students prefer
active learning strategies in which they can play an active role in solving the problems that exist in everyday life. Students also are more and more likely to be comfortable with the use of visual aids as a means to understand the material provided.

B. Active learning

Prince (2004) defined the term active learning as “any instructional method that engages students in the learning process. In short, active learning requires students to do meaningful learning activities and think about what they are doing” (p. 223). One of the key elements of active learning is thoughtful student participation and engagement to attain the learning outcomes. (Zayapragassarazan & Kumar, 2012) identified four types of instructional approaches commonly used in active learning classrooms. They are individual activities, paired activities, informal small groups, and cooperative student projects. The adoption of these strategies largely depends on the class size, course objectives, time availability, and teachers’ level of comfort with the strategy.

Some studies found compelling evidence for active learning and the types of activities that work in classrooms. In an early study of active learning, Bonwell and Eison (1991) found that active learning improves student attitudes and thinking skills. Active learning methods require students to engage in discussions and use their high order thinking skills (Roehl, Reddy, & Shannon, 2013). Proponents of active learning believe that learning takes place when students are in charge of knowledge transmission and construction. Teaching strategies in active learning classrooms also center on the idea of collaborative participation and mutual engagement.

OVERVIEW OF STUDENTS’ TECHNOLOGY-BASED PROJECTS

In my language classrooms, my major role is to create engaging activities that will encourage students to internalize their knowledge and apply what they have learned through meaningful assignments. I want to make students active participants in class dialogues and to mediate the knowledge transfer and knowledge ownership. In most of my language classrooms, I design activities where students have to work in groups and take advantage of the available mobile social media applications such as
Twitter or Facebook and internet-based programs such as YouTube and Wordpress.

A. Collaborative YouTube Projects

For the past three years, I have used YouTube in my Structure and Functional Communicative Speaking classes as a reinforcement of the grammatical rules and speaking functions of English. English structure is one of the most challenging subjects for English language learners. Despite the fact that English structure is taught from early ages, many English language learners reported that they do not have a good mastery of English structure and have difficulties applying the grammatical rules in real life situations (Murniati & Riyandari, 2014). Therefore, in my Structure class, I have assigned YouTube video assignments related to the topics being discussed. For example, in the past, I asked students to upload videos in YouTube using the theme of Central Java Landmarks: Past, Present, and Future. The goal of the project was to make students apply their knowledge of simple past, present, and future tenses. Students had to pick one landmark and describe a brief history of the landmark, current projects/reservations, and the future of the landmark. The pictures below showcase some of the YouTube video projects that students submitted.

In Figure 1 below, three students worked on a Gedong Songo project. To produce the video, they visited Gedong Songo Temple complex and conducted an interview with people who are in charge of maintaining and preserving the temples.

Figure 1:
Historical Gedong Songo Video
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The following figure is of a different YouTube centered project for English Structure class. In this project, three students described the history and the preservation efforts of a Buddhist temple in Semarang.

**Figure 2:**
Vihara Buddhagaya Watugong Video

1. **Individual Blog Project**

   Blogging was a required project for the Media and Technology in Englishpreneurship course. This course is for students specializing in Englishpreneurship. The course is designed to familiarize students with some digital technologies that they can use to market their products. In this course, the final project was a blog containing information about products/services. The project required students to include five or more information concepts about their ideas and services, such as “About Us”, “Products”, “Store Locations”, “Contact Us”, “Fashion Tips”, “Make-Up Tips”, or any other information pertinent to product marketing. In addition, the blog incorporated images, videos, and podcasts to add an element of creativity to their design. The following figures are a showcase some of the blogs that students produced.
Figure 3 is a blog project whose main objective was to sell Korean make-up and cosmetics and provide information about Korean beauty tips and tricks. The following figure is a screenshot of a blog homepage. The purpose of the blog was to sell clothes. The contents included fashion tips for women.

2. Individual Twitter Project

In language learning, microblogging services like Twitter can be a perfect tool to learn English outside of class. This popular mobile application allows registered users to post, receive, and read short status messages from their followers. Twitter can be accessed from anywhere and is available on different platforms. For language learners, this microblogging tool offers a plethora of opportunities for students to improve their writing skill and grammatical rules. Character limitation in Twitter is beneficial for elementary language learners because they can stick to simple short sentences.

In my Structure 1 class, I assigned Twitter projects because I wanted students to get accustomed to making short and simple sentences. In Structure 1 class, students learn basic sentence structure and the most common tenses. During the Twitter project, I asked students to follow me
and post their statuses in English using the grammatical rules discussed in the class. They could describe their feelings, whereabouts, on-going activities, or plans. My responsibility as a teacher in this task is to provide feedback on grammar use and sentence structure. Figure 9 below shows a conversation in Twitter. A student posted a tweet containing the use of superlative.

**Figure 4. A tweet containing the use of superlatives**

![Figure 4](https://example.com/tweet1.png)

The following figure shows a tweet containing the application of will (modal).

**Figure 5: A tweet containing the use of will**

![Figure 5](https://example.com/tweet2.png)
3. Group-based Game-making

One of the most recent projects incorporating technology for language learning is the collaborative learning through game-making. In this project, we taught students to make a role-play game using RPG Maker MV software. Activities in the game were created through the features of the software and the templates we provided. To make this game, students had to modify the template, the maps, the characters, and the storyboards.

Figure 6:
Game template

The following figure is the result of one of the games that students created.

Figure 7:
Game result
To create the game, students had to work in groups of three and designed questions so that other people can play the game. To create question items for the role play game, students had to practice their writing and grammar skills as well as their knowledge of a certain topic. In the example above, students created a game on Korean drama. Players of this game were supposed to answer trivia questions about Korean drama and actors.

**METHODOLOGY**

The participants of this qualitative study were the freshmen of English Department in a private university in Semarang. To find out students’ perception about the technology-enhanced projects, I distributed learning reflection essays that students had to submit upon completion of the project. In addition, I interviewed with several students to obtain more data on their attitude towards the projects, their challenges in completing the projects, and their perceptions about the benefit of such projects.

**RESULTS**

To assess students’ attitude towards these technology-based projects, students were asked to write a learning reflection. They had to report on their challenges in creating those projects and to what extent those projects helped them in understanding the subject matter. These learning reflections were useful for me in order to redesign or revamp the syllabus or class projects to better suit the needs of the students. From the multiple data sources, three main response patterns emerged.

A. **The advantages of technology-enhanced projects**

1. **Increased interest and creativity**

   In their learning reflections, students suggested that the projects made them capable of expressing their interests and allowed them to be creative. Students liked the project because they were able to work on things they are
interested in. For instance, the blog project represented students’ passions. One of the students who liked to grow cactus intended to use her blog to sell her plants and offer promotions for her new plants. Another student was into Korean beauty products and was very knowledgeable about various kinds of Korean makeup and cosmetics. This student used her blog to provide information about her business and sell Korean beauty products. Another student who liked pets used his blog to sell pets and share useful tips about pets.

In YouTube projects, students were able to hone their creative side in producing their videos. They selected video themes, background songs, and animation carefully. Many videos contained deleted scenes or bloopers in order to show audience the process of video making.

2. Increased self-confidence

After completing their projects, I arranged one or two meetings to showcase students’ projects. In these sessions, I asked students to give responses or feedback for their classmate’s projects. Students liked the fact that they received feedback about their sentences and learned which expressions were incorrect. The feedback made them better comprehend the use of grammar and writing mechanics. In their YouTube project focusing on Comparisons, when I asked them whether the activities helped them understand the rules of English comparative patterns, students stated that their classmates’ comments and the public nature of YouTube was a great motivator for them to be aware of grammatical rules during the script writing. In short, students did not want to make many mistakes because there is a possibility that they would receive some negative comments from their classmates or other anonymous people on YouTube commenting on incorrect English.

Being public was likely to increase students’ awareness and self-esteem. This was evident from their multiple try-outs in creating media files. Audio and video recordings were conducted multiple times so as to obtain the best materials to be uploaded in YouTube or other social media. In addition, students also submitted their drafts before starting recording. In other words, being public increased their awareness of linguistic competence. They were worried if they were seen as linguistically incompetent. Students also reported that the public nature of social media increased their confidence. The YouTube project requires more detailed attention to presentation and delivery. In order to produce good YouTube projects, students said that they had to rehearse several times and dress properly. Students stated that they
were quite nervous initially, but after they were in front of the camera, they became much more confident.

3. **Becoming better learners**

   Group-based technology-enhanced projects require students to utilize various diverse skills such as collaborating, interviewing, writing, designing, and public speaking. During the completion of these tasks, students reported that in general, they could work well with their classmates despite their hectic schedule. Students reported they were able to learn many different aspects of technology and English grammatical rules because they learned them from their classmates. In other words, students maximize their own potential by helping other students or learning from each other. Students wrote in their learning reflection that what they did help them tremendously in understanding a concept since at times they were required to explain a concept to their friends. In brief, they stated that they became better learners. They learned a lot by interacting with their peers, receiving and giving feedback from teachers and classmates, sharing their knowledge to other people.

B. **Challenges in accomplishing technology-based projects**

1. **Internet connection**

   Students reported no major technical problems aside from the slow internet connection. Upon completion of the project, students reported that their digital literacy had improved and they did not encounter any major technical difficulties. Prior to their technology-based projects, students had their own social media accounts and had been active users of such account. Therefore, uploading YouTube videos or creating messages in Twitter was not something new to these students. They had no problems tweeting because they had used Twitter to maintain connections with their friends. Before this project, they already posted messages in English. Many of these students stated that they were comfortable using the programs necessary to complete their projects even if they were new users. Audacity, for instance, was new to students, but from the observation, students seemed to be able to use it well. Creating podcasts for students’ blog projects went smoothly even though students had to make themselves familiar with Audacity.
One of students’ major complaints in completing their projects was slow internet connection. To accomplish some stages of the projects, sometimes students had to bring their laptops to class and had to be connected to internet. Unfortunately, when students were working on the project, the internet connection was unstable and the project became very time-consuming. Some of the projects had to be completed in the classroom because team members were required to determine the outline, decide the design of the projects, or proofread the script or the storyboard. When many students were accessing the internet at the same time, the connection became very slow.

2. Less attention to content

Technology-based projects almost always incorporate good design. Students tried to make their projects look attractive; thus, they spent more time designing. During some of the classes, students put a lot of effort to make their project attractive by trying different themes, templates, images, and fonts. In their learning reflection, students acknowledged that this was done intentionally in order to make a project that had good designs and contents. However, during the writing process, students still made grammatical and spelling errors. Sometimes, the mistakes were too obvious that they were distracting. In some of the video projects, the challenges to create good content were bigger. When working with video projects, students were supposed to pay attention to both contents and appearance, but the contents of the videos needed improvement the most. Some students addressed this issue as lack of editing time. They said they could have done better in editing if they had more time in completing their projects.

DISCUSSION

From multiple data sources, it is evident that technology-based projects foster students’ sense of creativity and a better understanding of subject matters. By creating contents for their projects, students became more confident in applying their knowledge in real life situations. Interactions with peers and teachers, collaborative work among team members, collaborative work with bridged by technology, contribute to their development as the creator of knowledge. The materials that students worked on were not something new, but students were able to present the materials that suited their needs and purposes in a creative manner. The ability to extract information from different sources through interviews,
archival documents, and other online materials and combine them in one project made them a creator of knowledge. They were able to show their creative capability by making something new from existing ideas and available information. Students had creative freedom to learn a concept, share it with their peers, and then create a new one. In this way, they enhance their peers and their own learning. Being able to create contents through meaningful tasks and share them to the public made them better learners.

In this study, the most-frequently cited reason for technology-based projects was slow internet connection. This finding was similar to that in Carr at al. (2011). In their study, students’ perceived benefits of technology-enhanced language learning were mostly related to computer-related issues. Although they had favorable attitude, the fact that their responses were more related to technology related issue was an indicator that students put more emphasis on technology and less attention to content or the learning process itself.

One of the objectives of college education is to create and shape a mindset that promotes genuine interaction and dialogue to solve social issues, economics, and politics that surround us in this world. Activities in the classroom should stimulate learners to sharpen their analytical and critical thinking skills. Learning activities should open abundant opportunities for students to explore the world around them and to acquire and internalize new knowledge. Classroom activities have to provide the opportunities for students to contribute ideas and participate in meaningful discussions with their teachers and peers.

Young generations adjust better to technology. They own gadgets, use various kinds of applications and tools for entertainment, productivity, and social relationship purposes. The integration of technology in language classrooms, when carefully designed and implemented, can lead to increased engagement and participation and more positive attitude towards language learning. In addition, technological ambiguity gives rise to students’ higher level of adaptability which may come in handy in their future professions.
CONCLUSION

Technology-enhanced projects are beneficial if they are incorporated carefully. The findings of this study indicated that such projects created favorable learning attitude and positive learning experience for the students. Increased interest and creativity, higher level of self-confidence, and becoming a better learner were some of the perceived benefits. However, technology is not without limits. Sometimes technology is unreliable that students had to allocate more time to finish the projects. Internet connection was one of the major factors why students’ projects were delayed. Another challenge was students’ predisposition to spend more time on design instead of contents.

The findings of this study suggested that technology-based projects had potentials to be incorporated to the curriculum even though extra care must be done to ensure that students gain the most from the teaching and learning process. Future research should focus on the effect of technology-based projects on certain language skills and what kind of learning models that work best for technology-based projects.
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